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Abstract— Nanotechnology deals with materials 1 to 100 nm 

in length and nanoparticles are considered to be the building 

blocks for nanotechnology. Nanoparticles have been used by 

numerous industries and humankind for thousands of years 

but there has been a recent resurgence in this field because of 

the ability to synthesize and manipulate such materials. 

Nanoparticles though can be synthesized by chemical and 

physical methods but these methods suffer from major 

drawbacks. Green synthesis including the use of microbes for 

nanoparticles is an emerging field. Diverse group of microbes 

have been reported to synthesize nanoparticles. Nanoparticles 

possess a vast range of applications. They are being utilized 

in the food industry, biomedicine, agriculture and 

environment. Thus, nanotechnology has the potential to 

revolutionize agriculture and food systems. It is a unique field 

of science which can create usable end products for the 

marketplace with the primary goal of reducing harmful 

effects on human health and the environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nanotechnology is considered the most important technology 

of the 21st century and is considered a great boon to mankind. 

Nanotechnology is a promising field as an extensive range of 

research is being focused in this area around the world. 

Nanotechnology has revolutionized every sector with the 

development of new tools. Nanotechnology provides a 

platform for the development of the essential characteristic 

features of metal in the form of nanoparticles (NPs) with 

promising applications. The nanotechnology deals with the 

structure, dimension and the size of the particles ranging from 

1-100nm. Nanomaterials have unique electrical and optical 

properties that can be synthesized in a variety of ways at low 

cost and have wide application. NPs are composed of surface 

layer, shell layer and the core (Meena et al. 2021; Shin et al. 

2016). Due to such amazing characteristics, these materials 

gained great interest in multi-disciplinary areas.  NPs can be 

synthesized by using different chemical and physical methods 

but these methods are extremely costly, utilize toxic 

chemicals which are ultimately a threat to the ecosystem 

(Rana et al. 2020). 

 Green synthesis of NPs is getting attention which 

involves the use of plants and microbes. Green 

nanotechnology has attracted the scientific community 

throughout the world because of its unique characteristics 

such as optical properties, eco-friendly, unique nature of size 

and shape dependent activity, easy to scale up for the 

biomedical applications (Adnan 2021). Nanotechnology thus 

will leave no field untouched by its groundbreaking scientific 

innovations. There is a need to find new prospects for 

progress in nanotechnology for the development of the world 

economy. 

II. GREEN SYNTHESIS OF NANOPARTICLES 

Biotechnology is a broad field that has been dealing with for 

decades and whose main application is the development of 

new products that use living organisms to find solutions to 

various problems. Green synthesis of NPs offers many 

advantages as it allows the synthesis at mild pressure, 

temperature, and pH and cost effectiveness. The green 

synthesis of NPs using actinomycetes, algae, bacteria, yeast, 

and fungi has been reported (Table 1). 

A. Bacteria 

Diverse groups of microbes are utilized for the synthesis of 

NPs of alginate, copper, gold, magnesium, titanium, and zinc 

(Gade et al. 2014). Bacteria due to unique characteristics such 

as requirement of slight conditions, easy purification and high 

yield are preferred for NPS synthesis. Bacteria have been 

even known as “the factory of the nanomaterials' ' (Salem and 

Fouda 2021). Diverse species of bacteria have been used for 

synthesis of different types of NPs. Clostridium 

thermoaceticum and Rhodopseudomonas palustris for the 

synthesis of cadmium nanoparticles (Sweeney et al. 2004), 

Bacillus mycoides, B. subtilis and Lactobacillus sp. for 

titanium dioxide nanoparticles (Khan and Fulekar 2016; 

Órdenes-Aenishanslins et al. 2014), E. coli, Bacillus 

licheniformis, B. subtilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and  

Rhodopseudomonas capsulata for gold nanoparticles 

(Srinath et al. 2018), and B. licheniformis, Klebsiella 

pneumonia, and Morganella psychrotolerans for silver 

nanoparticles (John et al. 2020). 

B. Actinomycetes 

Actinomycetes are known to be good sources for NP 

biosynthesis with significant size and surface characteristics 

due to a wide range of excreted secondary metabolites. The 

study of Ahmad et al. (2003) suggested that intracellular 

reduction of metal ions occurs on the surface of mycelia along 

with cytoplasmic membrane which leads to the formation of 

NPs in actinomycetes. N. farcinica, S. aureofaciens, S. 

glaucus, S. hygroscopicus, S.viridans, Thermoactinomycete 

sp., and Thermomonospora sp. have been utilized for silver 

and gold nanoparticles synthesis respectively (Składanowski 

et al. 2017; Sundaramoorthi et al. 2011; Tsikhelashvili et al. 

2011). Nabila and Kannabiran (2018) biosynthesized copper 

oxide nanoparticles from actinomycetes which showed 

antibacterial activity against human and fish bacterial 

pathogens. 

C. Fungi and Yeasts 

In the field of nanotechnology, the use of various biological 

units instead of toxic chemicals to reduce and stabilize NPs 
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has received much attention. Among diverse bioresources, 

bioactive products from yeasts and fungi represent excellent 

scaffolds (Boroumand Moghaddam et al. 2015). Fungi are 

efficient producers as they produce large amounts of protein 

which contribute to high stability and productivity of the NPs 

and their ease of culturing (Zhao et al. 2018). Rajakumar et 

al. (2012) showed the synthesis of titanium dioxide 

nanoparticles from Aspergillus flavus. Fungi including A. 

clavatus, A. fumigatus, F. semitectum, F. solani, P. 

chrysosporium, S. commune, and T. harzianum have been 

reported for synthesis of silver nanoparticles (Zhao et al. 

2018), A. alternate, A. niger, A. terreus, F. keratoplasticum, 

and F. oxysporum for synthesis of zinc oxide and iron oxide 

nanoparticles (Mohamed et al. 2019; Sarkar et al. 2017). 

Yeasts including C. albicans, C.utilis, and S. boulardii have 

been reported for synthesis of silver nanoparticles (Soliman 

et al. 2018). 

D. Synthesis of NPs by algae 

Marine algae have long been explored as food, feed, 

additives, and drugs. But now the framework is moving 

towards algae mediated synthesis of NPs. Algae can 

hyperaccumulate heavy metal ions and possess an 

outstanding ability to alter them into more malleable forms 

(Fawcett et al. 2017). Due to these attractive properties, algae 

are intended as exemplary organisms for the production of 

bio-nanomaterials. The extracts of algae consist of 

carbohydrates, fats, minerals and oil along with antioxidants 

and pigments (Michalak and Chojnacka 2015). These 

bioactive compounds have been known to act as reducing and 

stabilizing agents (Khanna et al. 2019). Colpomenia sinuosa, 

Jania rubins, Pterocladia capillacea, and Ulva fasciata, have 

been reported for silver nanoparticles biosynthesis (El-Rafie 

et al. 2013) (Azizi et al. 2013) and Turbinaria conoides for 

gold nanoparticles biosynthesis (Rajeshkumar et al. 2014). 

III. BIOTECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 

With the advent of biomimetic nanotechnology in the recent 

past, researchers have been drawn to intensively explore this 

hidden path. The amazing roles of NPs in diverse sectors are 

gaining greater attention and encouraging progress in large 

numbers of fields around the world (Figure 1).  

A. Biomedical 

In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in the 

use of NPs in various biomedical applications. NPs 

applications in biomedical fields actually originate from the 

unique physical and chemical properties of NPs. The major 

applications include targeted bioimaging and biosensors, 

drug delivery, hyperthermia, and photoablation therapy 

(McNamara and Tofail 2017). The outstanding 

pharmacokinetic properties of NPs  make them suitable 

candidates for drug delivery (Kim et al. 2018). The small 

nature of NPs allows them to cross cellular membranes and 

avoid detection by the reticuloendothelial system and their 

high surface area to volume ratio allow increased loading of 

therapeutics (Thanh and Green 2010). NPs are employed for 

imaging for medical purposes and understanding of 

biochemical processes in vitro and in vivo (Zandonella 2003) 

(Figure 2). 

B. Food industry 

The amalgamation of NPs with the food industry has greatly 

improved the quality of our lives. Consumer interest in 

healthy and fresh food has motivated food researchers to 

combine NPs with the food industry (Ariyarathna et al. 2017). 

NPs are supposed to possess certain characteristics such as 

biodegradability, biocompatibility and non-toxicity for 

application in the food industry (Sabliov and Astete 2015). 

The material should be generally recognized as safe (GRAS) 

for direct application into food. Nanoparticles are used in 

food processing including as anticaking agent to improve the 

consistency and prevent loop formation; as nano additive and 

nutraceuticals which improves the nutritional value, and 

chelating agent to improve food texture, NPs also find 

applications in food packaging to improve physical 

performance of the food and for pathogen detection (Singh et 

al. 2017). 

C. Agriculture 

Agriculture is the largest interface between humans and the 

environment and is a major cause of modification of soil and 

ecosystem. Conventional agricultural practices rely on 

chemical fertilizers and pesticides which is inefficient and 

unhealthy for the living organisms and ecosystem. 

Nanotechnology via the use of nanoparticles is an emerging 

field in promoting sustainable agriculture. Different 

nanocarrier systems, nanopesticides, nano-plant growth 

promoters, nano-herbicides, and nanofertilizers have been 

developed for potential applications in the agricultural sector. 

The use of NPs in various forms is highly beneficial in terms 

of achieving the higher productivity and inhibition of 

phytopathogens with cost effectiveness and less production 

of waste (Singh et al. 2020). In fact some NPs containing 

products for agricultural use are already in the market 

(Pestovsky and Martínez-Antonio 2017) (Figure 3). 

D. Environment 

The increase in the global population has led to limited supply 

of the resources. The development of pollution free and cost 

effective technologies has become the need of the hour (Khan 

2020). In recent years, nanotechnology is contributing 

appreciably in remediating the soil, water and air pollutants 

into compounds which are environment friendly.  NMs have 

been included with biological processes to speed up the 

process of elimination of toxic compounds present in the 

environment. It has been demonstrated that NMs facilitate 

bioremediation processes either by enhancing microbial 

growth, immobilizing remediating agents or through induced 

production of remediating microbial enzymes (Kumari and 

Singh 2016). New evidence is emerging utilizing 

Arthrobacter sp. and carbon nanotubes to degrade 

polychlorinated biphenyls (Vázquez-Núñez et al. 2020). 

Nanotechnology thus will have a substantial impact on 

achieving the goal of clean and green technologies with 

noteworthy health and environmental benefits.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 

Nanotechnology is a comparatively young field, but is 

developing rapidly. It has achieved the status as one of the 

critical research endeavors of the early 21st century. The 
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synthesis of nanoparticles by microbes with wider 

applications has become a fascinating field and in fact it is 

paving the way to greener routes for a safe and sound 

environment. Further, research in this field will prove 

promising and is expected to revolutionize every field in the 

near future.  
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Fig. 1: Applications of nanotechnology (Khan 2013) 

 
Fig. 2: Biomedical applications of nanotechnology (Silva et 

al. 2014) 

 
Fig. 3: Agricultural applications of nanotechnology 

(Babatunde et al. 2019) 

 


